Rice*A*Romney…that MUST have Zombie Treat !
Every four years, as required by the archaic whitie-written Constitutional rule book, the
Presidential Puppet Production group is required to whip up some political gruel to force
feed the catatonic public when they begin to awake to the previous selected executive
fraud. Elections are like the pre-fix menu for bad political theater. This year is no
exception, but before we preview today’s menu let’s refresh, our memories with the stale
pabulums of the past.
The problem is always how to find a pairs of puppets that are ‘filling’ yet can never fulfill
the campaign promises. One cute trick is the ‘plurality president’. When all of the
puppets are unpalatable, then run three tickets and force a minority president. Despite a
few good speeches and iconic martyrdom, the hapless Lincoln election in 1860 used this,
less than majority method.
When the European robber barons saw an opportunity to promote regional conflict over
America’s congenital slavery defect, they chose a the divisive three party puppet method
and elected Honest Abe with less than 40% of the vote. Keep that in mind, as this recipe
will be reused regularly to keep puppets in line.
The same process has been repeated for a century and a half, but no need to review every
puppet change cycle. The Teddy-Woodrow-Taft match is an early twentieth century
example of this. Run Progressive TDR and Progressive WW and take a progressive
plurality win. Woody won the seat, the robber barons got the Federal Reserve, the
Income Tax and WW I on his beat. Not a bad return on investment for the vampire bank,
draining the Zombie blood while filling their tank.
With memory spans in the nano-second range, Zombies need not be reminded of puppet
shows beyond a generation, so we move on to the next set-up. The CFR member Ike was
promoted to five star general, beyond his capability or his merit. General Patton would
have won the war and easily, the presidency, until after three attempts, the Abe exit
finally succeeded in removing “Blood & Guts” from the menu.
The number two puppet under Ike was the future Tricky Dick, and a tough marketing
trick. Upstart from a New England crime family, JFK looked a likely puppet, but he had
the ‘Pope Problem’ and need an offsetting muppet. What better way to balance NE crime
family man, than a SW crime leader like Johnson. Party unity could hide the mutual
hatred and mistrust, and when JFK resisted the puppet tale, the barons gave him the Abe
exit as well.
Gold may not tarnish, but Goldwater was tarnished in the next puppet show. LBJ was
then freed to open the Social Security ‘lock box’, provide endless deficit spending and
conduct an undeclared war for his ‘elected’ term. The war machine invested robber
baron’s has scored another big jackpot, with Jack out of the way.
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Successful stage craft means limiting the cast and the script writers, so the puppet show
menu has a lot of reoccurring characters and themes. Enter stage right, the VP, cum ’60
loser, cum California governor loser, the always un-trusty Tricky Dick. But BIG problem
of ’68 was opposing the Dick puppet was RFK with formidable charisma, along with a
non-robber baron upstart, Governor Wallace from Alabama.
This race could only be rigged with the “Double Abe Exit” trick. [RFK wacked,
check…Wallace wacked, DAMN we only winged him, oh well, America only elected a
puppet in a wheelchair once, so what are the odds]. Things were going great until, after
election, half of the puppet ticket when bad in office. Rancid Agnew can spoil any stew,
so a new puppet was needed as number two.
Enter out of the center stage floor, the unknown minority leader from Grand Rapids and
former Warren Commission white-washer, slip and fall Ford. Other forms of taint soon
reached the top and Tricky “I’m not a crook” Dick was forced to create a new stage exit.
I will resign, but my appointed successor, will white-wash my crime.
Whitewashing the Watergate impeached puppet proved unpopular, but Gerry had one
more mission to fulfill. Rising in the west was a former governor who spoke from the
heart, instead of the robber barons chart. Ad lib with personal freedom overtones, is
dangerous to puppetmasters, so Ronnie needed to be held out of office past his use by
date.
The sitting/appointed puppet barely won the nomination, lost the general to a peanut
farmer. The distaste for this bumpkin meant the Ronnie push was now unstoppable.
What better way to throttle the geriatric actor than an Ivy League, CIA puppet with strong
robber baron origins. Despite Nancy and “Just say NO”….they got stuck with the banker
born Bush for next round of the show.
Busied with the protocols of state, the Ray-guns missed the missile swap, and S&L
defaults being cooked up in the White House basement shop. Then, family friend
Hinkley, Bushwacked the Gipper to reduce the chance that Ronnie might go freedom
rogue. Nancy said her one big regret was that, “ Ronnie was betrayed by everyone he
trusted”, and that means EVERYONE in his administration that you know.
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De facto president for eight years meant keeping the center stage, by managing the left.
Tar Muskee with the Bush brush and run against the dingy Dukakis. Bush win means the
barons finally get a good Middle East war ! The planned eight year Bush reign got
upended by the mean Mena man with the giant libido and his pesky Perot sidekick. The
‘plurality trick’ gave Willy the White House with 42% of the vote. Poor Zombies
swallowed the Slick Willy ticket without a squeal, and the stage sets for Hilary-care and
Glass-Segal repeal.
Then big Willy’s little willy got caught with a blue dress and a mess. The robber barons
had to provoke, a NATO attack on Europe to save the horny bloke. After the presidentfor-life four term FDR, some strict Constitutionalists insisted, on an Amendment that
prevented the Willy from endless enlistment.
For the 2000 puppet show was it was the silver spoon baby bush up against the wooden
ex VP Gore. It took a lot of chads dangling and a Supreme Court decree, but the door
was now open for Middle East War number two, number three…not to mention the
greatest debt climb in all history !
The barons were happy with one of their own, but the Zombies grow restless without
regular show. The 2004 trick, was to pit baby bush against the war hero with multiple
Purple Heart razor nicks. Pompous, married for money men have little chance against the
inherited for generations money men, with deep pocket pants. It was easy to keep
Swiftboat Kerry at bay. And Hooray ! ! Robber barons got TARP dough as Bush walked
away !
The 2008 menu was in need of a change. Twelve years [in effect] Bush…eight years
Clinton….eight years Bush….then even MORE Clinton might look suspicious. What
greater change could there be, than a half white new Barry, with a side of stale Biden.
What better way to throw an election than the same tired war horse Senator trick, the
GOP pulled with Dole in 1996 [where Mr Plurality Clinton only got 48% of the vote, no
majority again]
This time the tired war horse Senator was played by a former Naval jet jockey whom
sadly, only a McCainiac could love. His number two was from the softer side, the second
time a female veep was tried. Which brings us to the current menu, and just one further
item that is not up to you. A question only asked on TV….which puppet will the GOP
pull for VP ?
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One pre-fix trick might be, to fool the Zombies with Rice-A-Romney ! Take the sticky
not white Neo-Condi Rice…stir in a silver spoon of bland, flip flopping Romney and see,
if that will choke the screams of the Zombie. This ticket’s just testing for the ‘never
elected’ CV, but the choice is still tempting for those who like a double dose of token PC.
Political theater may make you sick, bad players, poor fare and the same tired old script.
Sadly, what is, is not what should be. There was a good doctor with strong Constitutional
ties, who ran against the barons, puppets and lies. Not chosen by pundit feed Zombies
who can’t realize, every four years you get the same guys. Satire should be funny with
this parting note, this time it’s history that is the sick joke.
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Playbill Afternote
It is unfortunate that in the 21st century we must still describe our Fellow Earthlings as
‘white, half-white, not white, or black’, but it is the ‘divide and conquer’ MonarchMonopolists who have maintained this tribal relic. Race-baiting is nurtured to allow the
elitist a staged race war, if ‘other’ control mechanisms fail. It is time for a New Magna
Carta. Find and share Truth, it is your duty as an Earthling.

